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Abstract

ALX3 is a multi-agent version of ALX with
a first-order description language. ALX3 is
sound and complete, and is already proving
its practical use in the formal representation
of modern organization theory.

1 Introduction

Action logics are usually developed for the (hypothetical)
use by intelligent robots [4; 7; 17] or as a description lan-
guage of program behavior [8]. Our effort is motivated
by a different concern. We want to develop a formal
language for social science theories, especially for theo-
ries of organizations. The difference in motivation leads
to a new approach to action logic. It combines ideas
from various strands of thought, notably H.A. Simon’s
notion of bounded rationality, Kripke’s possible world se-
mantics, V.R.. Pratt’s dynamic logic, Stalnaker’s notion
of minimal change, G. H. yon Wright’s approach to pref-
erences, and J. Hintikka’s approach to knowledge and be-
lief ALX3, the action logic presented in this paper, has
a first order description language with multiple agents,
and four modal operator typesY We outline the lan-
guage, and discuss some of its important properties. A
fuller presentation is given in [11] and [12]. In a com-
panion paper, ALX3’s potential for knowledge represen-
tation is extensively demonstrated in the formalization
of an important organization theory, J.D. Thompson’s
Organizations in Action [14].

2 ALX’s Background

Most social science theories are expressed in natural lan-
guage, but natural language does not provide a formal
scaffold for checking a theory’s logical properties. As a

aALX stands for the x’s Action Logic. ALX1, the first
version, had a propositional description language and a
(backward-looking) update operator instead of the condi-
tional; it was a single-agent language [9]. ALX2, the inter-
mediate version, is not multi-agent.J10]

consequence, the social sciences have acquired a reputa-
tion for "softness" -- a soft way of saying that the logical
properties of their theories are often dubious. Reformu-
lating a social theory in a formal language with known
logical properties would facilitate the tasks of consis-
tency checking, disambiguation, or the examination of
other important logical properties, such as contingency
(whether or not the theory is falsifiable).

We focus on action logic as a formal language, be-
cause actions are key to the understanding of social phe-
nomena. In fact, most social scientist agree that action
theory provides the underlying framework for the social
sciences in general [2; 6; 8; 13; 16; 18]. Yet actions involve
attitudes and engender change, and both phenomena are
notoriously hard to grasp in the extensional context of
first order languages [5]. This explains our attempt to
develop a new logic, rather than taking First Order Logic
off the shelf.

Herbert A. Simon’s conceptualization of bounded ra-
tionality [20] serves as a point of departure. His ap-
proach is intuitively appealing, and had great impact
on the postwar social sciences. Simon wanted to over-
come the omniscience claims of the traditional concep-
tualizations of rational action. He assumed (1) an agent
with (2) a set of behavior alternatives, (3) a set of 
ture states of affairs (each such state being the outcome
of a choice among the behavior alternatives), and (4) 
preference order over future states of affairs. The omni-
scient agent, endowed with "perfect rationality", would
know all behavior alternatives and the exact outcome of
each alternative; the agent would also have a complete
preference ordering for those outcomes. An agent with
bounded rationality, in contrast, might not know all al-
ternatives, nor need it know the exact outcome of each;
also, the agent might lack a complete preference ordering
for those outcomes.

Kripke’s possible world semantics provides a natural
setting for Simon’s conceptualization. We assume a set
of possible worlds with various relations defined over this
set (we may also call those possible worlds states). One
can see a behavior alternative as a mapping from states
to states, so each behavior alternative constitutes an ac-
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eessibility relation. An accessibility relation, in turn, can
be interpreted as an opportunity for action, that is, as
an opportunity for changing the world by moving from
a given state to another state. Accessibility relations
are expressed by indexed one-place modal operators, as
in dynamic logic [8]. For example, the formula (ail ex-
presses the fact that the agent has an action a at its
disposal such that effecting a in the present situation
would result in the situation denoted by ¢.

Preferences - not goals - provide the basic rationale
for rational action in ALX3. Following yon Wright [21], a
preference statement is understood as a statement about
situations. For example, the statements that "I prefer or-
anges to apples" is interpreted as the fact that "I prefer
the states in which I have an orange to the states in which
I have an apple." Following yon Wright again, we assume
that an agent who says that she prefers oranges to ap-
ples should prefer a situation where she has an orange
but no apple to a situation where she has an apple but
no orange. We call this principle conjunction expansion
principle and restrict attention to preference statements
that obey it. Preferences are expressed via two-place
modal operators; if the agent prefers the proposition ¢
to the proposition Ib, we write ~Pi~b.

Normally, the meaning of a preference statement is
context dependent, even if this is not made explicit. An
agent may say to prefer an apple to an orange - and
actually mean it - but she may prefer an orange to an
apple later - perhaps because then she already had an
apple. To capture this context dependency, we borrow
the notion of minimal change from Stalnaker’s approach
to conditionals [19]. The idea is to apply the conjunc-
tion expansion principle only to situations that are min-
imally different from the agent’s present situation -just
as different as they really need to be in order to make the
propositions true about which preferences are expressed.
We introduce a binary function, cw, to the semantics
that determines the set of "closest" states relative to a
given state, such that the new states fulfill some speci-
fied conditions, but resembles the old state as much as
possible in all other respects.

The syntactic equivalent of the closest world function
is the wiggled "causal arrow". It appears in expressions
such as ¢ ".-* ~b where it denotes: in all closest worlds
where ¢ holds, ~b also holds. The causal arrow expresses
the conditional notion of a causal relation between ff and
~b: if ¢ were the case, !b would also be the case.

The last primitive operator of ALX3 is the indexed
belief operator. In a world of bounded rationality, an
agent’s beliefs do not necessarily coincide with reality,
and in order to make this distinction, we must be able to
distinguish between belief and reality; Bi(~) will denote
the fact that agent i believes ¢. As the logical axioms
characterizing the belief operator show, B represents a
sense of "subjective knowledge", not metaphysical at-
tachment, or epistemic uncertainty.

3 Syntax and Semantics

3.1 Formal Syntax
ALX3 has the following primitive symbols:

(1) For each natural number n(> 1), a countable set 
n-place predicate letters, Pl, pj, .-

(2.1) A countable set of regular variables, x, xt, y, z, ...
(2.2) A countable set of action variables, a, al, b, ...
(2.3) A countable set of agent variables, i, il, j, ...
(3.1) A countable set of regular constants, c, cl, e2, ...

(3.2) A countable set of actions constants, ac, act, ac2, ...
(3.3) countable set of agent constants, ag,agt,ag2, ...

~)The symbols -(negation), A(conjunction), B(belief),
existential quantifier), P(preference), -,-*(conditional),

;(sequence), U(choice), (,), (, 

Furthermore, ALX3 has the following syntax rules:

(Variable)

(Constant)

(Term)
(Action term)

(Agent term)

(Atom)
(Action)

(Formula)

::= (Regular variable)l
(Action variable)l
(Agent vaxiable)
::= (Regular constant)l
(Action constant)l
(Agent constant)
::= (Variable)l(Constant)
::= (Action variable)l
(Action constant)
::= (Agent vaxiable)l
(Agent constant)
::= (Predicate)((Term),..-, (Term))
::= (Action term) term) 
(Action); (Action)lAgent
(Action) U (Action)
::= (Atom)l--(Formula)[
(Formula) ̂  (Formula)l
B(Variable) (Formula)[
((Action)) (Formula) 
(Formula) .,.* (Formula)l
(Formula)P(Agent term)(Formula)l
B(Agent term)(F°rmula)

3.2 Semantics
Definition 1 (ALX3 Model)

Call M = (O, PA,AGENT, W, cw,>-,TC.,B,I)

an ALX3 model, if

¯ 0 is a set of objects,

¯ PA is a set of primitive actions,

¯ AGENT.is a set of agents,

¯ W is a set of possible worlds,

¯ cw : WxT~(W) ~ P(W) is a closest world’function,

¯ ~: AGENT ~ 79(P(W) × P(W)) is a function that
assigns a comparison relation for preferences to each
agent,
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* 7~ : AGENT × PA --* P(W × W) is a function that
assigns an accessibility relation to each agent and
each primitive action,

¯ B : AGENT ---+ 7~(W×W) is a function that assigns
an accessibility relation for the belief operation to
each agent,

¯ 1 is a pair (Ip, Ic), where Ip is a predicate interpre-
tation fn.nction that assigns to each n-place predicate
letter p fi PREn and each world w 6 W a set of n
tuples (Ux, ..., u,), where each of the u:, .., u, is in
D = 0 U PA U AGENT, called a domain, and Ic
is a constant interpretation function that assigns to
each regular constants c G RCON an object d G O,
assigns to each action constant ac 6 AGON a prim.
itive action ap fi PA, and assigns to each agent
constant g fi AGCON an agent ag 6 AGENT.

Definition 2 (Meaning function) Let FML be as
above and let

M = (0, PA, AGENT, W, cw, >.-, TO., ]3, I)

be an ALX3 model Let furthermore v be a valuation of
variables in the domain D. Then the meaning function
[ I"M is de~ned a, follow,:

The interpretation of the atomic formulas, the boolean
connectives and the existential quantifier is straightfor-
ward. The interpretation of (a)¢ yields the set of worlds
from where the agent can access at least one C-world via
action a. The interpretation of ¢-,~ ¢ yields the set of
worlds in which the closest C-worlds are also C-worlds.
So, ¢ -,-* %b is true at a world if ¢ would ceteris part bus en-
tail ¢. This is the standard counter-factual conditional
used to express a causal relation between ¢ and ¢. Note
that our wiggled arrow does not require actual counter-
factuality, so ¢ may be true in the actual world. The
interpretation of ¢Pi¢ gives a set of worlds such that
the agent will prefer at each of those worlds the closest
¢-and-not-C-worlds to the closest ¢-and-not-¢ worlds.
This interpretation assures the "conjunction expansion"
principle established by yon Wright.

Definition 3 (ALX3 inference system) Let ALX3S
be the following set of axioms and rules of inference.

(BA) all tautologies oS the first order logic

(A1) Ca).l_ *-, _1_
(A2) Ca)(~b V ¢) ~ Ca)~b V 
(A3) ¯ Ca; b)¢ +.+ (a)Cb)~
(Aa) Ca U b)#, ~ Ca)~b v Cb)ff
(AU) : [a]vx~ -W[a]¢

(ID) 
(MPC) 
(cc):
(MOD) 
(cso) 

(CV) 
(ca):

(CEP) 
(N):
(TR):

(PC) :

(KB) 
(DB):
(4B):

(BFB) :

(MP) 
(G):
(NECA) 
(NECB) 
(MONA) 
(MONC) 
(suna) 
(SUBC) 

(SUBP) 

</,P, .+¢, +-+ (,~ A -.-,¢)P+(-,,¢, ^ 
¯ -,(ip,¢), .--,(¢p, 
(¢P+,t’) ̂ (¢P,x) --’+ (4,P+x)

Most axioms are straightforward. As usual, we have the
tautologies (BA). Since ALX3 is a normal modal logic,
the absurdum is not true anywhere, so it is not acces-
sible (A1). The action modalities behave aa usual, 
they distribute over disjunction both ways (h2) (they
also distribute over conjunction in one direction, but the
corresponding axiom is redundant). (A3) characterizes
the sequencing operator ’;’ and (A4) does the same for
the indeterminate choice of actions. (AU) establishes
the Barcan formula for universal action modalities. WE
have the Barcan formula because the underlying domain
D is the same in all possible worlds.

The next seven axioms characterize’the intensional
conditional. Informally speaking, they syntactically
specify the meaning of "ceteris paribus" in ALX3. They
are fairly standard, and, with the exception of (CC),
they already provide a characterization of Lewis’ system
VC, which, in turn, is an adaptation of Stalnaker’s con-
ditional logic to a system for non-unique closest worlds.
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(ID) establishes the triviality that ¢ is true in all closest
C-worlds; (MPC) relates the intensional and the mate-
rial conditional in the obvious way: so if ¢ would hold
given ¢, then, if ¢ actually does hold, ¢ must also hold.
Conjunction distributes over the "wiggled arrow" in one
way (CC). (MOD) rules out the eventuality of closest 
surd worlds; (CSO) gives an identity condition for closest
worlds, (CV) establishes a cautious monotony for the in-
tensional conditional, and (CS) relates the conjunction
to the intensional conditional. Replacing (CS) 

(¢ -.. ¢) v (¢ ~ -~¢)

yields Stalnaker’s original system, as the new axiom
would require the uniqueness of the closest possible
world).

The next four axioms characterize the preference re-
lation. (CEP) states the conjunction expansion princi-
ple. (IRE) confirms the irreflexivity of the P operator.
(N) establishes "normality" and (Tit) transitivity. 
noted before, (TR) would go if its semantic equivalent,
(TRAN), goes, so we could have non-transitive prefer-
ences. The axiom (PC) says that if an agent i prefers 
to ¢, then both ¢ A --¢ and ¢ A -~¢ are possible.

The last four axioms give a characterization of the be-
lief operator. As pointed out above, our belief operator
is designed to represent subjective knowledge. (KB) 
standard in epistemic logic, but it is often criticised, since
it requires logical omniscience with respect to the mate-
rial conditional. On the other hand, one would expect
to draw correct logical inferences when necessary, so not
having (KB)may be worse. (DB) rules out the belief 
absurdities, (4B) establishes positive self-introspection
for beliefs, and (BFB) is the Bar,an formula for beliefs.
These four axioms give a standard characterization of
subjective knowledge. Together with the inference rules
(MP) and (NECB), they turn the belief operation 
a weak $4 system. As shown in [11], we could weaken
the belief operator considerably, but these weaker al-
ternatives have their own problems that would overload
ALX. (One radical alternative would be an empty belief
operator.)

The remaining expressions characterize ALX3’s infer-
ence rules. We have the modus ponens and generaliza-
tion for obvious reasons. By the same token, we have the
necessitation rule for tile universal action modality: if in-

deed, ¢ is true in M1 worlds, then all activities will lead to
C-worlds; by the same token, we have the necessitation
rule for beliefs. (MONA) connects the meaning of the
action modality with the meaning of the material con-
ditional. We have right monotonicity for the intensional
conditional but not left monotonicity. Furthermore, logi-
cally equivalent propositions are substitutable in action-,
conditional-, and preference formulae (SUBA), (SUBC),
(SUBP). Note that we do not have monotonicity for pref-
erences. Because of this, we are able to avoid the coun-
terintuitive deductive closure of goals that mars other

action logics.

4 Formal Properties of ALX.3

Proposition 1 ALX3S is sound and complete, i.e., for
an arbitrary set of formulas ~ and an arbitrary formula
¢,

~e¢~¢

PROOF: See [11]. [:3

5 Conclusions and Summary

ALX is the first action logic modeled on the decision cy-
cle of potentially rational agents. Perhaps its most im-
portant feature is its preference operator. The preference
operator has a closest-world semantics in combination
with the conjunction expansion principle, so agents pre-
fer ¢ to ¢ if they prefer the closest ¢-and-not-¢ worlds to
the closest ¢- and-not-¢ worlds. This facilitates the rep-
resentation of situation-dependent preferences, but does
not exclude the representation of stable preferences. The
preference operator is "normal" in the sense that agents
cannot have preferences with respect to absurd worlds.
This normality protects the conjunction expansion prin-
ciple against counterintuitive utilizations [3]. On the
other hand, the preference operator is not "tarskian",
i.e., it does not distribute over disjunction [15; 1] and this
protects all intensional operators built on the preference
operator against the necessitation rule and against unde-
sired closure properties. For example, goal operators can
be defined as preferred states subject to additional qual-
ifications (e.g., the best accessible state, the best state
not believed to be inaccessible). The preference oper-
ator is transitive, but a non-transitive version is easily
generated by removing the constraint (TRAN) on the
semantic preference relation. The conditional operator
is adapted from Stalnaker’s system but allows for non-
unique closest worlds. It allows for an easy representa-
tion of the notion of "ceteris paribus", and hence for the
standard notion of causality. This, in turn, greatly facili-
tates the representation of causal effects, side effects, and
similar non-monotonic relations that would have other-
wise to be represented by the (monotonic) material con-
ditional.

An important property of ALX is the virtual absence
of interaction between modal operators. This property
may raise eyebrows in philosophical circles, but we de-
signed ALX as a flexible knowledge-representation tool,
and such a tool should, in our view, not pre4mpt the
structure of domains to be represented.

As a flexible tool, ALX3 allows for the definition
of various additional intensional operators, such as the
alethic modalities, goal operators, intention-operators,
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and for the characterization of other action-related no-
tions, such as ability, effect, side effect, intended effect,

etc [12].
As demonstrated in a companion paper [14], ALX3

serves already as a versatile tool of knowledge represen-
tation. However, there are some desiderata left to be
satisfied. ALX3 has no explicit notion of time in its se-
mantics, and this complicates a direct representation of
events. For example, we cannot define a "do"-operator,
and hence no actions that are not deliberate. Second,
we think that the notion of closest worlds needs closer
inspection. The constraints on the closest world func-
tion are relatively weak; stronger constraints may be re-
quired, in particular if one wants to combine the notion
of action with the notion of the closest world. Third,
and related, one may want to strengthen ALX so that
it allows for a calculation of causal outcomes. Such a
calculation would be an answer to the frame problem,
but it requires a more specific notion of possible worlds.
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